From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Friday, November 23, 2007 1:11 PM PT
To: US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Embassy of Pakistan - Interests Section of the Islamic Republic of Iran; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Andes Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum Mid-Atlantic Regional Director; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Miriam Ross - Survival International; FREEDOM ROAD SOCIALIST ORGANIZATION; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; Charles Ferguson - Producer-Director-Writer No End In Sight; Allie Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Oprah; osher asher; oreilly@foxnews.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Ageoffri@anderson.ucla.edu; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director of Wetherly Capital Group; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Thomas Stephens Esq. - Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' attorney; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; Carolyn Bartholomew - Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission; Roger W. Robinson - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; William Clark - Petro Dollar Wars; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; M.A. Sanjayan, Ph.D. - Lead Scientist, The Nature Conservancy - Planet Earth BBC commentator; Mossad; BelgiumOffice@ebrd.com; fanmail@davematthewsband.com; hannity@foxnews.com; Heather Estudillo - MADD [Mothers Against Drunk Driving] - Victim Services Specialist; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; David Berman - son-in-law of Michael Steinhardt - Berman Capital; Richard Cooper - only son of Irving Cooper, founding limited partner of the $5 billion Steinhardt Hedge Fund; Gerard Arpey - American Airlines - President and Chief Operating Officer ; Fred Deluca - Founder-co-owner Subway; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; artbell-coast; Ahalimi@commandpackaging.com; pete_grande@commandpackaging.com; Mike Tucker - father of Adam Tucker; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard Business School; Shelby Queen - Administrative Assistant - US Holocaust Memorial Museum; Jerry McCauley - US Holocaust Memorial Museum; Julie Hock - US Holocaust Memorial Museum - New England Regional Director; Melissa Rubenstein - US Holocaust Memorial Museum,; Mark Gibson - US Holocaust Memorial Museum - Assistant
Subject: HEADLINE NEWS-PICKED UP OFF A FARM-arrogant-hypocrite- 420 our man roger-don't worry america, israel is behind you.

HEADLINE NEWS

US Marine Captain, with all due respect, when first responding to you yesterday, this past sic Thanksgiving Day, I mistakenly left out for all those on the edge of their seats viewing our “back and forth”, your beyond belief initial, "shot across the bow" that you can now see not only below, but when next visiting the homepage of just3ants.com you cannot help but notice you feature "proudly" right under the China's 'Arsenal' Spurs Warning, Arrogance US Marine Captain Brian Steidle.

Your movie-documentary, The Devil Came On Horseback, was it referring to you?

This morning I was awakened from the most realistic dream by the crashing of the waves, directly in front of our beach studio cliff house, sounding like I was in the middle of a battle zone.
The dream had me up in Los Angeles.

I was just south of downtown LA on a soccer field that looked a lot like a bullring.

There was a kid with me who I knew well but for the life of me I simply cannot place right now.

Out of the blue an earthquake began and as I looked up toward the sky at the skyscrapers, bearing in mind it was still very early in the morning and still very dark, one skyscraper after the next began tumbling to the ground much like what happened with the Twin Towers in lower Manhattan, New York City.
Now remember this is only a dream.

After about 5 minutes there remained a handful of skyscrapers that hadn’t yet collapsed but each one looked like it was ready to topple on to the next which did occur after no more than say 30 seconds.
Again, this was only a dream.

Given again how it was very early in the morning my only concern was for the homeless who are now allowed to congregate anywhere in the greater Los Angeles area even though I doubt very much this ordinance now extends to Beverly Hills which of course would be the first place the homeless should begin congregating if for no other reason than the fact that there are no high rises in high rent residential district where the lawns are well cared for and people generally pick up after their dogs.

I still miss my “goD” [sic] Pypeetoe and each day that goes by it doesn’t get any easier although of course I know versus believe he is very much in “God’s hands” no different to any of us now very much on “borrowed time”.

Not to mention, that with the US personal savings rate now for quite some time in the negative and the Federal Budget Deficit continuing to explode the godzillian total debt why would anyone work let alone invest in worthless-fictitious and so very blood stained US-DeBeers Treasury Bills apart from DeBeers?

Were you aware that the 1.5 billion odd strong Chinese, a population some 5 times that of the US, still “live to learn”?

Were you also aware that the Chinese invented both paper money and gunpowder?

Do you remember when you last heard me mention that the Chinese people, the Jews of the Orient, set the scholastic levels wherever they go?

Have you ever been to a Chinese market and noticed how everyone is always working, making one item or another?

Click HERE.

Do you know why the Chinese don’t have a welfare society dependant on big government handouts and social programs that only benefit the filthy rich because the Chinese people are so very family oriented and know to take care of their own since there are no big government handouts and bailouts for the superrich who here in the west are expert only at propaganda making China the new Evil Empire and trickling down the cost of getting rich on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid just horribly misinformed.

If you were Chinese and properly raised to be an independent thinker how long after you had perfected your industrial machine that now fuels the world economy would you begin to start selling your worthless fictitious DeBeers-US Treasury Bills and focus your energies on a marketplace 5 times that of the US and productive to boot; i.e. with the collapse of the US Dollar even the poorest of Chinese farmers can afford all their basic needs being met and then some.
Let me now help you with the math as you continue focusing on how inexpensive oil is and will increasingly be to the Chinese who have, just trust me, a beyond belief competent military who had no difficulty understanding the ingenious designed not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report which I happen to be the only person in the world broadcasting without either the Mossad or Israeli Military Intelligence refuting it, let alone have a Mossad hit squad visit with me.

Not to mention if the world’s number one female model refuses to be paid in US Dollars what prevents all oil trading nations.

Do you recall why DeBeers President Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton granted oil trader Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich a President Pardon at the 11th hour with Israel’s current Minister of Defense, Ehud Barak, who was then Prime Minister with the Mossad reporting directing to him, placing a loaded gun at Clinton’s head who wanted to give that Presidential Pardon as much as both he and Rich wanted a bullet hole in their heads?

Let’s say for example in revaluing the Chinese yuan China makes its remaining trillion or so US-DeBeers Treasury Bills that they have yet to sell, totally worthless, this does not prevent a single Chinese person from being able to afford all those goods destined for US ports.

Would you now like me to explain why the top U.S. military commander in the Pacific was feigning it when he said he's "perplexed and concerned" by China's last-minute decision to deny a U.S. aircraft carrier entry to Hong Kong for a previously scheduled port visit.

Everything connects up... Click HERE

The truth is too disrupting for some people too busy keeping track of all their lies from day one.

Your lack of knowledge-light is betrayed by your silence on the most important question that places you on the “$ hit List” [sic].

The Diamond Invention has yet to take a hold on the hardest working, most cultured and non-aggressive peoples of China aware of both their bloody history including the US led 8 Allied nations invasion of 1900 and their most potent weapon, getting their invaders apart from the US led nations to adopt their merit system driven culture that has stood quite the test of time versus our “money culture” that has at its core our insistence of those rushing to our shores to escape our carefully orchestrated civil wars adopting our worthless, so very fictitious money driven culture that robs our “escapees” of their culture and in an instant addicted to our “freedom” to go anywhere, to travel worldwide, to own car, look different, and most importantly own your own home and then to look on your neighbor, your friends and family especially if you are so dumb-smart as to rent.
Has anyone from DeBeers ever propositioned you or a member of your family with an offer only a “lost soul” would accept?

Let me explain.

The meeting you read about in Edward Jay Epstein’s epic non-fiction internet only novel, The Diamond Invention, specifically Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, between President-elect John F. Kennedy and mafia kingpin Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel, located on the upper east end of Manhattan, New York City right after Oppenheimer’s DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel had arranged the rigging of the 1960 US Presidential elections and before again President-elect surrounded by Secret Service agents was to place his one hand on the Bible and raise the other while swearing to tell the truth and most of all “uphold the law” beginning with the all important Anti-Price Fixing/anti-Monopolies/anti-Trust laws that principally guarantee “free and fair markets”, didn’t just occur “in a vacuum”.

President-elect didn’t just get into a New York taxi cab and ask the driver to take him on a “sightseeing” trip.

An extraordinary amount of detailed planning went into making certain all 3 Branches of the US Government including all members of US Supreme Court as well as the Secret Service, the FBI, the CIA and of course the Mossad were “tipped off” well in advance of this extraordinary meeting between the future President of the United States of America and co-head of the DAAC, the cartel of cartels who in owning the world’s drilling industry also own OPEC.

Let me know if you didn’t come across this well-known name in the movie-documentary, Crude Awakening.

You of course today understand perfectly well that I am the “cavalry” you kept calling for in your movie-documentary, The Devil Came On Horseback, but as you also know sometimes you get more than you asked for.

Go ahead and just ask G-d/God and let me know what answer you hear.

The DAAC didn’t of course stop with their genocides after mocking to hell and gone President-elect Kennedy, Vice-President elect Johnson and all 3 Branches of the US Government.

Today increasingly edgy Edward Jay Epstein along with the 3 Branches of the US Government, again including the US Supreme Court and the Department of Justice and the US Treasury and the US Federal Reserve have to address not just this one very important chapter but each and every other chapter including Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, subtitle, The Secret War Report of the OSS/CIA.

Edward Jay Epstein is still very much alive and still writing editorials for DeBeers controlled newspapers like the Wall Street Journal, a paper you are most likely
familiar with even if like me you don’t read it each and every day, especially if it
means downloading it on to your handheld computer that costs you money.

At any time since first writing The Diamond Invention in 1978 Mr. Epstein could
have made both edits and additions to his extraordinarily well written and easy to
read most fascinating book detailing the devious nature of the DAAC, the mafia of
mafia, bearing again in mind The Diamond Invention is no longer in print and is
only available on the internet and could be updated in a “heartbeat”.

Not to mention yet again, 1978 is the year I arrived in the United States from
South Africa armed with a “Letter of introduction”, the first step in me taking over
from my uncle David Gevisser as the American head of the DAAC given how
immediately following American Charles Engelhard’s funeral on March 2nd 1971, my
father’s first cousin and very close “lucky friend” of my Royal Mater-Mother, Zena
Gevisser, my uncle Dave became the executor of Mossad assassinated Charles
Engelhard who upon his father’s death had inherited the title, The Platinum King.

To mention little of my Royal Mater protesting a little too much that Engelhard died
of “an addiction to coca cola” which of course may have been true since you might
know that coca cola while addressing rather well corrosion on motorcar batteries is
mostly sugar and sugar kills and so it wouldn’t surprise you if the Mossad just
added a dose or “tTOo” [sic] of sugar to Mr. Engelhard’s daily intake.

Mr. Epstein continues to fail to make the “helpless feeling” reader aware of the fact
that Mr. Engelhard, a very busy man but who took the time out to visit repeatedly
my family’s The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies located at 173 Madon Road,
Durban, South Africa, died at the rather young age of 54, bearing in mind we are
talking about not only the world’s richest human being but in 1971, a full decade
after John F. Kennedy became at age 42 the 35th President of the United States.

Charles Engelhard and John F. Kennedy were both born in 1917, Engelhard some 3
months older.

Mr. Epstein who prides himself on his investigative journalism doesn’t even mention
in this all important chapter, The American Conspiracy, which prominently features
Charles Engelhard, that Engelhard actually died, simply mentioning, and rather out
of context, that Engelhard had “no male heirs” before then going on to suggest
while quoting from US Justice Department files made available in the mid-1970s
under the Freedom of Information Act, that it was some, “New York diamond
dealer” who “arranged” the meeting between President-elect Kennedy and Charles
Engelhard’s partner, Harry Oppenheimer leaving again the “helpless feeling” reader
to believe that the DAAC are so very omnipotent that just any one of them who
number in the millions could command a very busy future President of the United
States who also carries the title, Commander In Chief of all United States Armed
Forces to meet with the head of the mafia of mafia in a very public forum.

So very humiliated did President-elect Kennedy feel even though he knew when he
first met with Charles Engelhard as well as Harry Oppenheimer at Charles
Engelhard’s Camp Chaleur estate across the border in Quebec, Canada that this was going to be the price he would have to pay if he wanted to be President of the United States.

Kennedy was assassinated some 149 odd days after visiting Berlin where he declared proudly to the utter disbelief of many aware Jewish people beginning with the very deep underground Jewish Underground who do a mighty fine job in keeping the Mossad the least infiltrated of all the world’s deadly intelligence institutes honest, "Ich bin ein Berliner" ("I am a citizen of Berlin").

All independent thinking people have little trouble following the timeline of events that begin with DeBeers mockingly letting their stooge President Franklin D. Roosevelt know that there was nothing he could do about their unwillingness to stockpile industrial diamonds on US soil – see DIAMONDS FOR HITLER.

All independent thinking people have little trouble noticing how long it took for both the United States and Great Britain to liberate Auschwitz, especially since it was the Soviet Red Army who did so on February 2nd 1945, just two days before the start of the atrocious Yalta Conference which ended with DeBeers President Franklin D. Roosevelt “paying his respects” to Ibn Saud on February 14th, 1945 on board the USS Quincy.

All independent thinking people have little difficulty understanding perfectly well Israel’s most brutal attack on the USS Liberty, a totally defenseless US spy ship operating in international waters back on June 8th, 1967 when Israeli Defense Forces first led by ground and sea Special Forces commandos and then backed up by the brutal Israeli Air Force took out each and every Arab runway worth talking about, all in the first few hours of this 6 day war that began some 3 days earlier to this most “unprovoked” attack, sending the clearest signal to the 3 Branches of the United States Government, “DON’T FUCK WITH THE JEWS!”

You don’t have to be Jewish to be an “independent thinker” although it helps.

You have to be a complete idiot if you don’t fully understand why the 3 Branches of the US Government never pursued any enquiry worth talking about of Israel “flexing it muscles” when using its very best Marine commandos and Air Force to time and again attack the USS Liberty with superior and overwhelming force as a big American flag flew high above its deck.

Yesterday, Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk’s birthday, was the 44th anniversary of the assassination of DeBeers President John F. Kennedy.

Cutting and pasting from Wikipedia’s “Charles W. Engelhard Jr.”:

As a result of his company's need for gold acquisitions from South African suppliers, Charles Engelhard became a major investor in the country, acquiring gold, copper and coal mining ventures as well as investing in industrial concerns. He set up a publicly traded holding company in the U.S. that raised capital for investments in South African
business. The company made investments alone and in conjunction with South African business tycoon, Harry Oppenheimer whose Anglo American plc dominated the South African mining industry. Engelhard maintained a residence in South Africa and was elected to Anglo American's Board of Directors. At home, some criticized him for indirectly supporting the country's apartheid regime, however in a retrospect summing up Engelhard's impact on the country, Anglo American stated that: "In difficult times, when South Africa was badly in need of capital, Engelhard played a vital and significant role in helping to bring it from abroad. He thus not only restored confidence in the country's economy, but actively assisted in boosting it."

Shortly before his death in 1971, Charles Engelhard disposed of most of his South African businesses, selling them to Anglo-American plc and other companies.

Today even you understand perfectly well what exactly is meant by the word, "capital" which means nothing to a dynamic organization like DeBeers who produce their own "capital" 24/7 and then share it with all those helpful in keeping this mafia of mafia the allocator of the world's resources.

Now and until you meet up with the most extraordinarily vengeful G-d who, just trust me, does not take kindly to anyone with blackened hands using G-d’s name in vein, you will not forget for a single moment, bearing in mind you have in fact lost your mind, a terrible thing to lose, each and every miner of diamonds anywhere in the world but particularly in our war ravaged Africa when picking up a diamond and their eyes lighten up, serve exclusively DeBeers who without consultation with the US Treasury or Federal Reserve or for that matter the US Congress, not only fix the price on that diamond, having done so for more than a century now, but place an increasingly smaller price on the miner’s head as the major beneficiaries of the diamond invention no longer need such masses to be breeding like rabbits and prepared to die quickly like flies, as we have stripped these most godly of God’s creatures of their culture, their land, their rich mineral resources, their future. Your blood filled veins will also help remind you on those few occasions when you actually feel alive as G-d has you now dwell in Her-His Kingdom of Heaven which is now here on planet Mother Earth which serves also as your hell.

By the time you return to the U.S. which could be tomorrow it will undoubtedly be a different world just as today was strikingly different to yesterday, but you wouldn’t know given how again G-d has most certainly taken complete control of both your mind and conscious, although, you of course, cannot get out of your subconscious that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report that so very ingeniously ALSO highlights China.

To mention little of my friends in the Middle Kingdom of Heaven more commonly known as the awesome enlightened, living to learn, Peoples Republic of Communist China as well all their friends who have been forwarded my missives going back some 8 years to this Perspective One I sent my Allied South African Fighter-Bomber-Pilot, Bernie Gevisser for his 77th Birthday on October 18th, 2000, beginning to celebrate Big Time as you now and forever focus on your diabolical words beginning with your, “it costs me money”.


Not only will G-d be able to keep track of your lies, but increasingly so will the internet that allows each of us in our own time to read the history of each and every one of us so that we can’t use the excuse of being ignorant.

The gap between the have-nots and haves now speedily being bridged preventing all those who profit from war to cross from one border to the next, holding each of us a hostage and at the time free to express our views and those deafeningly silent, well you get the picture.

Of course you couldn’t even bring yourself to comment on my call for President Bush to provide each and every one of our military personnel enlisted under the economic draft to be provided not only free housing but all their other basic needs until such time as they are “on their feet” and can see you and all who support you for what you really are, nothing short of the Devil which exists only as a reference point.

The Road to hell is paved with good intentions.

Standby as I now line up Israeli Military Intelligence to provide President George W. Bush with all the ammunition he needs to bring back all our so very misled service people to confront their so very corrupt elected and non-elected government officials beginning with those in the US Treasury and Federal Reserve followed by each and every member of the US Congress and allow light forces from China loved; i.e. trusted and respected by Israel’s Defense Forces who will with of course G-d’s help hold off any military getting up to mischief, and in the very next achieve everlasting world peace; the other option is for each of us to kick back and watch the world come to an end.

Each of us in the same boat and therefore up to each of us to make a rather simple choice.

Again, the other headline news is that China has yet to give a reason why it sent the most clear shot across the bow of the Kitty Hawk that it like the rest of US Naval fleet is a sitting duck.

At 12:27 PST this morning Mr. Adam Tucker emailed me a draft of an email I believe he intends sending you and if not then most certainly Adam will place it up on his blog on just3ants.com.

Again, feel free to respond as we now press ahead to make every American soldier know why it is that you most of all don’t support them and their families being provided the rest of their lives free housing as well as all the rest of their basic needs being met bearing in mind such individuals do have skills that can be used outside of the battlefield, certainly a whole lot more capable of contributing to the overall good of humanity than our freeloading government officials just printing money and first paying themselves handsomely.
You will also take very careful note of the latest headline news, “Admiral ‘Perplexed’ by Snub at Hong Kong”.

You will also recall President Bush snubbing not all that long ago the President of China, some 1.5 billion strong-cultured Chinese, by serving Mr. Hu lunch versus a State Dinner, a matter I have already covered in great detail.

You would also know if alongside my wife and I on our 24 day “fact finding mission” to China in the summer of 2006 that the 10 or so private Chinese guides we had chauffeuring us through a great part of China, often times well “off the beaten path” that such individuals while very happy to improve their very excellent English, not exactly just picked up off a farm and of course I include each and every one of our very entertaining and most interesting drivers, also not exactly “potted plants” and that would of course include the one handsome and athletic driver who drove us without a guide from Dali, where we were shown in a hole-in-the-wall museum the 2500 year old bronze sculpture showing Chinese money growing on a tree, to Lijing who seemed as surprised that we got caught up in the middle of a military exercise that had exploding shells fired directly over our vehicle, causing all 3 of us to duck, all caught on my video camera.

Have you noticed how mostly US TV addicted Americans use the 3 words, “All we need” when watching our favorite sports team?

Would you agree that the American Dream is, “owning your home”?

Would you know from reading this one piece, click on hyperlink below, that my wife and I put together on December 1st 2002 titled, Z Question for Albert Einstein that with the one distinguishing difference between us and the rest of the animal kingdom, that once we become conscious we are immediately aware that our time is finite versus there is no evidence that the rest of the animal kingdom know anything more than “danger” although their sensitivity to “fear” is no doubt far more heightened than ours which could so very easily refute our argument that they don’t know there is a “finiteness” to their “life cycle” that in turn weakens that much more the argument I-we are putting forth that we are the only species aware of our mortality which regardless of the rest of the animal kingdom we know to be finite that has you now realizing your time horizon for doing the right thing is not just getting shorter but exponentially so as Knowledge-Information-Light travels at Light-G-d-speed sharing with everyone you know as well as don’t your so out-of-control arrogant hypocrisy?

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Zquestion%20for%20Albert%20Einstein.htm

We who have a TV hook up and that does not include my wife and me, just love all these “artificial conflicts” that can be so quickly “resolved”.

Such quick sense of accomplishment does not fair all that well on the battlefield, however.
US Americans have never really faired all that well on the battlefield, usually getting involved long after starting such battles and not afraid to use our nuclear arsenal when all else fails.

Let me remind you not only of China’s latest snub that of course was first run by both the Mossad and Israeli Military Intelligence which I will prove in my follow up communications with Keren over at the Office for the Department of Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC but why last December our Treasury Secretary and Chairman of the Federal Reserve flew to China instead of simply picking up the phone and threatening China that in the event China was to let their extraordinarily undervalued currency “float” to its “fair market value”, that in the very next instant would make the US-DeBeers Dollar totally worthless, the United States would not hesitate to once again be the first and only nation so far to use its nuclear arsenal knowing full well that the US Military does not have the stomach to go up against the 1.5 billion strong Chinese in a conventional war, especially when the United States of America cannot count on the world’s very best military, the Israeli Defense Force whose loyalty is certainly not to the United States Government, who like you, have been bought cheaply.

If I am not for myself who is for me? If I am only for myself who am I? If not now then when? – Hillel
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-----Original Message-----
From: Brian Steidle
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2007 1:47 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk Management specialist - AIG
Cc: Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Joe Blair; King Golden Jr. Esq.; vannedea@ebrd.com; BelgiumOffice@ebrd.com; Carolyn Bartholomew - Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission; Roger W. Robinson - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefeller - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Mossad; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; Fred Deluca - Founder-co-owner Subway; nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; Douglas.tribble@ Pillsburylaw.com; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; artbell-coast; Ageoffri@anderson.ucla.edu; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director of Wetherly Capital Group; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding
Gary, with all do respect. I think that your issues are important but I do not have time or energy to read all of your emails. Further more when I'm out of the country as I am now it costs me money to receive them. Please be kind and remove me from your email list. If you want have a conversation down the road I'm open to that and that is the reason I haven't blocked your emails yet. Please respect this request. Thanks.

Brian